
506 GLÄTTMITTEL SPEZIAL (Special
Smoother)

Ready for use – not to be diluted 

Serves for final smoothing of all Ramsauer silicone-, polyurethane- and hybrid
sealants. 

Characteristics 

Ramsauer  506 GLÄTTMITTEL SPEZIAL modifies  the  surface tension  of  the
sealants in such a way that the pasty compounds will be readily workable which
cannot be achieved with water only.

Ramsauer 506 GLÄTTMITTEL SPEZIAL reacts neutrally and is suitable for any
and all cross-linking systems including in particular our type 440 NATURSTEIN
(“Natural Stone”). Ramsauer 506 GLÄTTMITTEL SPEZIAL  does not cause any
drying edges or spots on natural stone, and therefore it is highly recommended
for this type of application. 

Processing

Shake  before  use.  Spray  small  quantities  of  Ramsauer  506  GLÄTTMITTEL
SPEZIAL onto the sealant requiring finishing touches directly from the bottle or
by means of a spray bottle.  Remove any excess material  and smoothen the
sealant surface by means of a spreader. In order to achieve neat joint edges
cover edges with adhesive tape. Remove tape immediately after smoothing the
sealant. Remove any sealant residues from the substrate immediately in order
to avoid the formation of spots. Otherwise, the formation of spots/discolouration
cannot  be ruled  out  completely  due to  the  specific  characteristics  of  natural
stone. In order to avoid contamination of the smoother with ingredients of the
sealant it  is  recommended to use it  only once. Avoid smoother pools on the
sealant since this may cause the formation of water spots.

Attention

Use fresh smoother only! Avoid silicone residues in the smoother. Not suitable
for acrylic sealants on a dispersion basis. Using smoothers on highly sensitive
types  of  natural  stone  may  cause  spots/discolouration  which  cannot  be
removed  by  means  of  conventional  cleaners.  In  view  of  the  wide  range  of
possible  influences  and  effects  during  processing  and  application  we
recommend to conduct  project-specific  processing  and/or  application  tests in
any case. Do not use the product in large quantities and do not let it dry since
dry residues may affect the visual appearance of the sealant surface. In case of
glass,  immediately  remove any  excess smoother  or  smoother  flowing  down.
Otherwise, steaks will remain.

Storage

9 months (in a cool and dry place protected from frost)

Packaging

1000ml spray bottles, 5 l cans 

Safety advice 

Consult our current EC-safety data sheet. Our data sheets can be downloaded
from our website www.ramsauer.at at any time. 
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Liability for defects 

The  information  provided  including  but  not  limited  to  the  proposals  for
processing  and  using  our  products  are  based  on  our  knowledge  and
experience,  usually  at  the time of  going  into print. The results  of  work  may
deviate  from  this  information  depending  on  the  specific  circumstances,  in
particular with respect to substrates, processing and environmental conditions.
Therefore,  neither  this  information  nor  any  oral  counselling  shall  constitute
warranty or give rise to any liability on whatever legal ground for any specific
result of work, unless we acted intentionally or by gross negligence. Ramsauer
warrants that its products will have the technical characteristics according to the
Technical Data Sheets up to their expiry date. Product users must consult the
latest data sheet which is available upon request. Our current General Terms
and  Conditions  apply  which  are  available  for  download  on  our  website
www.ramsauer.at at any time.
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